
In the summer of 1999 an English
band called Coldplay released their
debut album 'Parachutes'. 3 years
later and the same band have been
transformed into multi-platinum super-
stars whose records are critically
acclaimed the world over. Find out how
these four middle-class boys took the
world by storm!

Loaded with exclusive interviews with the band and those
closest to them. ·

Rare band footage interspersed throughout the programme. ·
Fascinating research reveals a side of Coldplay never seen

before. 
'Coldplay: Back To The Start' is the first complete and unautho-
rised DVD of the band to be released. From their earliest days,
through to lead singer Chris Martin's constant insecurities and
the struggles to hold the band together, this DVD brings the story
right up to date and is a timely addition to every fan's collection.   

Artist: Coldplay
Title Back to the Start
Selection # CVIS357DVD
UPC: 823564502892
Retail  $19.95
Run Time 60 Minutes
Box Lot 30
Label CHROME RECORDS
Format DVD

DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY MUSIC VIDEO DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
800-888-0486   fax: 610-650-9102    musicvideodistributors.com

P.O. Box 280, Oaks, PA 19456

The band first came together under the
name Starfish at Camden Laurel tree, but
the name Coldplay originated in a poem.  

From the very first it was obvious that in
Chris Martin, a new and vibrant “voice” had
arrived and since their record signing in
1996 the band have built up an immense
following, firstly in Britain and now around the world. 

Their unmistakable sounds have become the anthem for a more
thoughtful and soulful generation. Contained in this unmissable
100% unauthorised band bio is a glimpse of the driving forces
behind the band and their music. 

They are passionate, compassionate and unrelentingly tal-
ented.

Artist: Coldplay
Title Unauthorized
Selection # DR-4390
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Retail: $19.95
Run Time: 48 minutes
Box Lot: 30
Label: Creative M
Format DVD
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